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ABSTRACT 
In this paper a complete description including multiplicity is given for the Jordan 
structure of a matrix which is a small perturbation of a matrix of known Jordan 
structure. The problem solved here was solved independently, as noted, and the other 
solution has been published in English. However, the solutions are different, the 
problem is important, and it seems desirable to have this solution widely available. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let T be a complex matrix of order n, and ~0 one of its eigenvalues. We 
denote by kl(ho, T ) ..... kz(ho,T ) the orders of all the Jordan cells 1 of T 
belonging to h o, arranged in decreasing order. For convenience we set 
0 ( l  < 
If F is a closed Jordan curve in C whose points are regular points of T, 
and ~'1 ... . .  h p are all the distinct eigenvalues of T within F, we set 
19 
kj(r,T)-- ~] kj(~,,,T) ( i=1  ..... n). 
i= l  
*Translated from Mat. Issled., No. 54, pp. 98-109 (1980), by Chandler Davis, Department 
of Mathematics, University of Toronto, Toronto, M5S 1A1, Canada. We gratefltlly acknowledge 
the permission of VAAP, the copyright agency of the USSR, to publish this translation. 
1For definitions ee, e,g., [1]. 
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In the article [11] by Gohberg and Kaashoek it is conjectured that the 
following inequality would hold for any matrix S sufficiently close to T: 
kj(F,T)~< ~ kj(F,S)  (m=l  .. . . .  n - l ) .  (1) 
i=1 1=1 
They also raised the question whether the inequalities (1) (if true), 
together with the known equality ~
kj(r,T)= ~ kj(r,s), (2) 
j= l  1=1 
would completely characterize the possible changes in the kj(F, T) coming 
from small perturbations of T. 
In this note we completely solve the problem of what changes in the 
ki(2t i, T) can occur under small perturbations of T. In particular, (1) is 
proved, and it is shown that the converse assertion is valid for p = 1 but fails 
for p > 1. 
In Sections 4 and 5 we consider the generalization to linear operators and 
holomorphic operator functions. These results also substantiate conjectures 
made in [11]. 
2. THE MAIN THEOREM 
Let a=(aj )~,  b=(b i )  ~ be real vectors with aj>~ai+ 1 and bj>~bi+ 1
(1=1 ..... n - l ) .  Following [2,3] we will write a-~<b ff ~.T___la/~<E~=xb j 
(m = 1 ..... n), and a-< b if in addition ~.~1ai = ~i~=1bi. For real a we put 
a + = (a + lal)/2. 
We will need the following known (and simple) result (see, for example, 
[2, p. 112]). 
LEMMA 1. I f  a 1 >~..- >~ a n and b 1 >~... >1 b, are nonnegative integers 
and 
(a , -m)+ <~ ~ (b i -m)  + (m=0,1  .... ), 
]=1 j= l  
then a -<< b. 3 
2This expresses the equality of the total multiplicities of eigenvalues of T and S lying within 
F. 
3 n n Conversely, if a -<-< b, then ~i=lq~(ai) <,% ):i= lrP(bi) for any increasing convex function ~0(t) 
[4] [in particular, for ¢p(t) = (t - m)+].  
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Denote by Om(T ) the least rank assumed by the matrix fm(T ) aSfm(X ) runs 
over all possible polynomials of degree at most m all of whose roots lie within 
F. By Mn(F ) we denote the set of all matrices of order n none of whose 
eigenvalues lie on F. 
LV.MMA 2. I f  T ~ M,(F) then 
Om(T) = ~ (kj(r,T)-m) ++ O.(T) (m =0,1  .... ). 
We will use this simple fact. 
ASSERTION. Let /z and g, (i = 1 .. . . .  p) be nonnegative integers, with 
I z ~ ~=lgi" Then there exist nonnegative integers ~i ( i  = 1 .. . . .  p) such that 
P 
~'~ /zi=/z, I~i<~gi ( i=1  .. . . .  p).  (:) 
i=1  
Proof. Assume, without loss of generality, that gl >~ gz >~"" >/g,. If 
gl >~/z, then it is enough to put /x I =/z and/~, = 0 (i = 2 .. . . .  p). If gl </x, 
then, letting io be that number (1 < i o ~ ]9) such that 
it is enough to put 
i o - 1 i o 
i=1  ,=1 
//i = g, (i ----- 1 ... . .  i 0 -- 1), 
t o 
/Z lo=#-  E gi, /~,=0 ( i= io+1 .. . . .  p).  
i~ l  
The Assertion is proved. • 
Let ~l, . . .  ,Xp be all the distinct eigenvalues of T lying within F, and let 
klj= kj(X,,T). It is clear that for finding Om(T ) it will be sufficient to 
consider polynomials of the form 
fro(X) = F I  (X -- X,) m, = m 
i=1  i=  
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For such a polynomial, it is not hard to verify, 
P 
rank fm(T)=Sn(T)+ ~' ~ (k , i -mi )  +, 
i= l j= l  
and therefore 
8m(T ) = 8n(T) +min (k i j -  
=l j= l  
+ P ) 
m i rn i >/ 0, ~ m i = m . (3) 
4=1 
Now since 
(P,k,,- / (P  t E m <~ E (k i j -mi )  + = ,, m Em,; j -L . .  n ,  (4) i = i=1 i=1 
it follows from (3) that 
8m(T)>~8n(T)+ ~ (k j ( r ,T ) -m)  + 
j= l  
(m = 0,1 .... ). (5) 
To show that equality holds in (5), one has to choose the numbers m i so 
that all inequalities in (4) become equalities, i.e., so that for each j = 1 . . . . .  n, 
e i therk i . -m i>~O( i= l  . . . . .  p) o rk~j -m i~<O( i= l  . . . . .  p). Form=0th is  
is immediate (m i = 0), so we now assume that m >~ 1. 
S ince  ~i,jklj<~ n, there has to be some number ]o for which  ~ikijo<~ m. 
Take the least such number J0. If ]o = 1, then it is enough to choose m i = kil 
(i > 1), m 1 = m -F, i>lk i l .  If however J0 > 1, then 
P P 
~_, kiio<~m < ~, ki, io_l. 
i=1  i= l  
Set g i=k~, jo_ l -k i jo  , I~=m-~=lk i io  . Since #>~0 and /~ <~gi ,  we 
may by the Assertion above choose nonnegative integers /z i for which (:) 
holds. One easily verifies that the numbers m i = i~ i + kij ° satisfy S,~m i = m, 
kijo<~ m i <~ ki, io_ 1 ( i  = 1 . . . . .  p). By the monotonicity in j of each sequence 
(kii)j~ 1, it is easy to infer that this choice of the m i satisfies the requirement 
for j ~ ]0 as well. The lemma is proved. • 
LF.M~ 3. I f  T~Mn(r ) ,  then 9m(T)~<6m(S) (m=0,1  .... ) for all 
matrices S sufficiently close to T. 
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Proof. Suppose it were not so. Then there must exist a sequence ($i}° ~of 
matrices converging to T, and a sequence {fj(X)}~ of polynomials of degree 
m (having roots within F), such that rank f/(Sj) < 9re(T) ( j=  1,2 .... ). We may 
assume that the sum of the modidi of the coefficients of each polynomial f/(X) 
equals 1, and then the sequence {fj(X)} contains a subsequence (f/k(X)} 
converging to some polynomial f (k )  of degree ~< m. Since f~(Sjk ) --* f (T) ,  we 
have rank f (T )  < 0re(T) ,  which is impossible. This proves the lemma. • 
TrIEOREM 1. I f  T ~ M,(F), then for all matrices S sufficiently close to T, 
(kj(r, r)}] -< (kj(r, S))~. 
Proof. In view of (2) it is sufficient o establish the inequalities (1); and 
for this, by Lemma 1, it is enough to show that 
(k¢(r,T)-m)+~< ~ (k¢(r,r)-m) + 
j=l j=l 
(m = 0,1, . . . ) .  
But these inequalities follow immediately from Lemmas 2 and 3 and the fact 
that/~,(S) = 6n(T ). The theorem is proved. • 
From Theorem 1 one derives without difficulty 
THEOREM 2. Let the matrix T ( ~ Mn(F)) have exactly p distinct eigen- 
values X x, X 2 ..... h v within Y. A neighborhood U of T may be chosen such 
that any matrix S ~ U has no fewer than p distinct eigenvalues within Y. Let 
~1 . . . . .  ~l q be the eigenvalues in question; then the set (1 . . . . .  q) may be broken 
up into p subsets N 1, Nz .. . . .  Np such that 
n{ }n 
(k j (~ i ,T ) ) j~ l  < E kj(] lm'S) ( i=1  . . . . .  p ) .  
m EN i j= l  
3. THE CONVERSES 
In [11] the authors also propose the following question. For T ~ Mn(F), 
assume the nonnegative integers kl >~ "" " >/k, satisfy the condition 
{kj(r, (6) 
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Does it follow that in any neighborhood of T a matrix S may be found such 
that kj(F, S) = kj ( j=  1 . . . . .  n)? 
From Theorem 2 it follows that if T has exactly p distinct eigenvalues 
2tl . . . . .  ~v within F, then the numbers kj would have to satisfy the following 
condition: 
(a)  that there exist nonnegative integers kit (i = 1 . . . . .  /9; j=  1 . . . . .  n)  such 
that 
kij>~ ki. j+l,  
/9 
k i i=  k I ( j=  1 . . . . .  n) ,  
i=1  
r l  
(k i ( ) t i ,T )} l= 1 "< (k , j} j=,  ( i=1  . . . . .  p).  
Obviously (a) implies (6). The reverse implication is false for p > 1. 
Indeed, setting n=3,  p=2,  k j (~ x ,T )= l  ( j=1 ,2 ,3 ) ,  kl(X 2 ,T )= l ,  
k2(X2, T) = k3(X 2, T) = 0, k 1 = k 2 = 2, k 3 = 0, we see that (6) is satisfied but 
(a)  is not. 
This tells us that the answer to the above-cited question is no for every 
p > 1. We will now show that tile answer is yes for p = 1; and that for 
arbitrary p, condition (a) is sufficient as well as necessary for the existence, in 
every neighborhood of T, of an S such that kj(F, S)= k I ( j=  1 . . . . .  n). 
Let a = (aj)~ and c = (cj) ~ be vectors with integer coordinates. We will 
say c is obtained from a by elementary transformations in case there exist 
indices j and I with j < I such that 
c j=a j+ l ,  ct=at -1 ,  
c i = a i (i ~ j , l ) .  
LEMMX 4. Let a 1 >/ . . .  >1 a n and b 1 >~... >~ b n be integers, a = (aj)~, 
b = (by  1. I ra  ~ b and a "< b, then b is obtainable from a by a f inite number 
o f  elementary transformations. 4 
Proof. Let j be the least and l the greatest of the indices i for which 
a, ~ b i. Clearly bi > a i and bt < a z. Set c i=a j + l, c t=at -1 ,  and c~=a i
4Cf. [2, p. 63, Lemma 2]. 
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(i  ~ j, l). Evidently c 1 >~ • • • >1 c n and 
Ib , -  c,I = ~'. Ib , -  a , I -2 .  
i=1  i=1  
Hence by repeating this procedure finitely many times we must arrive at the 
vector b. The lemma is proved. • 
THEOREM 3. Let  the matrix T ( ~ Mn(  F ) ) have exactly one eigenvalue )t 1 
w i th in  F. Given any nonnegative integers xij (i = 1 . . . . .  q; j=  1 . . . . .  n)  such 
that K i j~  I£i, j+ 1 and 
n 
i 1 
there wil l  exist in any neighborhood o f  T a matrix S such that the spectrum o f  
S wi th in  F consists o f  q eigenvalues (IXl, l~z . . . . .  t~q) and k j ( l~ i ,S )=~i j  
(i = 1 . . . . .  q; j=  1 . . . . .  n). 
Proof. For simplicity set )~ 1 = 0. 
Take first q = 1. By virtue of Lemma 4 it is enough to consider the case 
where the vector (x/j)~ is obtained from (k j (O,T))~ by an elementary 
transformation. Therefore it is enough to show, for A a ni lpotent matrix of 
order r + s having kl(0, A )= r and kz(0, A )= s (r >~ s >~ 1), that in any 
neighborhood of A there is a nilpotent matrix B such that k 1(0, B) = r + 1, 
kz(0, B) = s - 1. We choose in C r+~ a Jordan basis e 1 . . . . .  er, gl  . . . . .  g~ for A: 
Aei = ei - 1, Agi  = gi - x (i > 1), Ae I = Ag I = 0. Now set Be i = e~ _ 1, Bgi = gi - 1 
(i > 1), Be I = eg I (e> 0), Bg I = 0. It is easily verified that the choice of 
vectors 
egl,  e I . . . . .  e r and el - eg2, e2 - eg3 . . . . .  es-  1 - -  egs 
gives Jordan chains for B. Since e here may be as small as desired, this B has 
all required properties. 
Consider now the case q > 1. We may assume that T has no eigenvalues 
outside of F, that is, that T is nflpotent. By what has been proved, there exists 
in every neighborhood of T a matrix R such that ki(O, R)= F.~ 1K~1 ( j=  1 . . . . .  
n). Take a Jordan basis for R composed of vectors ej,, (here m = 1 . . . . .  k j 
while j= l  . . . . .  l, where l is the number of indices for which k~(O,R) is 
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positive); i.e., Rejm = e j ,  m_  1 (m > 1), Reiz = 0. Choose q distinct positive 
numbers el,... ,eq, and set 
Peim = etejm x,j < m <~ ~¢ij, t = l . . . . .  q; j= l  . . . . .  1 . 
i i=1  
One verifies easily that the eigenvalues of S = R + P are e 1 . . . . .  eq, and that 
kj(e i, S)= x~j(i = 1 . . . . .  q; j=  1 . . . . .  n). Since the e i may be chosen as small as 
desired, this S is the matrix being sought. This completes the proof. • 
The following converse to Theorem 2 follows at once from Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 4. Let the matrix T ( ~ M,(F) )  have exactly p distinct eigen- 
values ~1' .... ~ q within F, and let nonnegative integers xl j be given ( i = 1 . . . . .  
q; j= l  . . . . .  n), with q>~p and xij>~K i ,+1. I f  the set (1,2 . . . . .  q} can be 
broken up into p subsets N 1 . . . . .  Np such i /at  
(kj(x,, r))i= 1 
m ]=1 
(i = 1 , . . . ,p ) ,  
then in any neighborhood o f  T there exists an S which has exactly q distinct 
eigenvalues #z . . . . .  gq within F with kj(IXm, S)= Xmj (m = 1 .. . . .  q; j=  1 . . . . .  
n). 
4. GENERAL IZATION TO L INEAR OPERATORS 
We denote by L(E,  F )  the set of all bounded linear operators acting from 
one complex Banach space E into another F. 
An operator A ~ L(E,  F )  is called a dP+-operator in case its range Im A is 
closed and its kernel KerA finite-dimensional. If in addition dim F / Im A < ~,  
then A is called a D-operator. 
Note to begin with that Theorems 1-4 remain valid for operators T, S 
L(E,  F). The condition T ~ M, (F )  has to be replaced by the assumptions 
that no points of the spectrum of T lie on F, that the spectrum of T within F 
consists entirely of a finite number of eigenvalues ~1 . . . . .  Xp, and that the 
T - XiI are q~-operators (i = 1 . . . . .  p). 
As to Theorems 3 and 4 this assertion is obvious; as to Theorems 1 and 2, 
it relies on the fact that if [I T -S I I  is small, then so is [ IP r (T )T -  Pr(S)S[I, 
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where 5
and therefore verything reduces to the finite-dimensional case already con- 
sidered. 
We turn now to the case of holomorphic operator functions. 
Let G be some domain in C, and T(X) an operator fimction holomorphic 
in G with values in L(E, F). A number h 0 ~ G is called a regular point of the 
operator function T(k) if T(ho) is an invertible operator. If the equation 
T(h0)q0 = 0 has a solution % =* 0, then h 0 is called an eigenvalue of T(h), and 
q% an eigenvector of T(X) belonging to X 0. Following M. V. Keldy~ [5], we 
introduce the notion of multiplicity (and partial multiplicities) of an eigen- 
value of a holomorphic operator function. 
The vectors q01 .. . . .  q0 k are said to be associated to the eigenvector % in 
case  
~. T<q)( ho )%- q = O 
q=O 
(p=l  . . . . .  k). 
The number k + 1 is called the length of the chain %, q01 .. . . .  ¢Pk of an 
eigenvector and its associated vectors. If there is a bound on the lengths of all 
chains including the eigenvector %, then the maximum of these lengths is 
called the multiplicity of %. If there is not, then we will say that % has 
infinite multiplicity. 
If the eigenspace KerT(h0) is finite-dimensional nd every vector % 
Ker T(Xo) (¢Po =~ 0) has finite multiplicity, then we can speak of a canonical 
system of eigenvectors and their associated vectors of the operator function 
T(h) belonging to the number X 0, meaning a system 
¢p~0j~, , (j~ ,~(~3 [ j=  1 . . . .  a = dim Ker T(h0)  ] (7) " f ' l  ~" " " ~ "Wk j -1  " 
where ¢p~0  is an eigenvector of multiplicity kj, and ¢p~ ... . .  ¢P~J~-1 complete a
chain associated to it; here kl is maximal among the multi- 
plicities of eigenvectors belonging to ~t o, while (for j=  2 .. . . .  a) kj is maximal 
among the multiplicities of eigenvectors belonging to any complement in 
~(1) ~(j-1) The numbers ki, the KerT(ko) of the subspace spanned by eo .. . . .  vo • 
sit is clear that F may be assumed rectifiable. 
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partial multiplicities, will be denoted by kj(Xo, T(X)) ( j= l  ..... a). For 
convenience we write kj(2t o, T(X)) = 0 ( j>  a). The number 
m(X 0, T(X)) = E kj(X0, T(X)) 
j= l  
is called the multiplicity of the eigenvalue ~o. If either dimKer T(Xo)= ~ or 
some eigenvector has infinite multiplicity, we write m(2t0, T(h))= ~.  
We assume that F c G and that the operator function T(X) has the 
following properties: (i) for every X lying within F, T(X) is a ~b-operator; (ii) 
all X ~ F are regular points of T(h). 
It follows from (i) and (ii) that within F there are only finitely many 
eigenvalues hi ..... X n of T(X), with m(hi ,T(h))<~,  i=1  ..... p (see for 
example [6]). Set 
P 
kj(r,r(x))= Y:kj(X,,T(X)) (j=1,2 .... ), 
i=1  
m(F,T(2t))= ~ m(hi ,T (h ) ) (= ~ kj(F,T(X))).  
i=l  j~t  
THEOREM 5. There exists a number 8 > 0 such that any operator function 
S(X) holomorphic in G with values in L( E, F) which satisfies 
IIs(x)-r(X)ll < (x r) 
must also satisfy (i ), ( ii ), and 
(kj(r, T(X))) (kj(r, s(x))). (8) 
The first assertion of the theorem is known (as is the relation m(F, S(X)) 
= re(F, T(X)) [7]). The conclusion (8) is readily deduced from the analogous 
assertion for linear operators (whose truth has already been pointed out) 
together with known methods of linearization of holomorphic operator time- 
tions (see, for example, [8]). 
It is easy to see that under the hypotheses of Theorem 5 the analogue of 
Theorem 2 also holds. 
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5. GENERALIZATION TO SEMI-FREDHOLM 
FUNCTIONS 
OPERATOR 
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In this section, the operator function T(h), holomorphic in G (G D F) 
with values in L(E, F), is assumed to have the following properties: (a) T(h) 
is a • +-operator for all h lying on F or within F; (b) there are no eigenvalues 
of T(h) on F. 
It follows from (a) and (b) that within F there are only finitely many 
eigenvalues h i of T(h), and that for each of them m(h i, T(h)) < oo [6]. We 
assume also that the following holds: (c) for each of these eigenvalues h i the 
subspace Im T(hi) is complemented in F. 
THEOREM 6. There exists a number 3 > 0 such that any operator function 
S(h) holomorphic in G with values in L( E, F) which satisfies 
IIS(M- T(MII < ~ (h ~ F) (9) 
must also satisfy ( a )-(  c ) and 
oo 
E ki(r,s(h))~< ~ kj(r,r(h)) (m=l,2 .... ). (10) 
j=m j=m 
Proof. By surrounding each eigenvalue h i with a sufficiently small 
neighborhood, one reduces the proof to the case where within r there is only 
one eigenvalue ho. Consider a canonical system (7) of eigenvectors and 
associated vectors of T(h) belonging to h o. We set 
kj 1T(q) lh  ~,~09 
~bi= ~ ql ~, O,Vkj-Cl 
q=l  
( j= l  . . . . .  a) 
and denote by E the span of the vectors (~bj)~. From the definition of 
canonical system one infers without difficulty that E A ImT(ho)=(0  ). We 
choose some complement ~ in F of the subspace Im T(ho)4-E, and choose in 
a subspace Z such that dim F/[ ImT(ho)q-Z] = a (this is possible because 
d ime ~< a). 
Let Z 1 be a Banach space isomorphic to Z, let U be the implementing 
isomorphism, and let E 1 be the direct sum of E and Z 1 (with norm Ilxo + rill 
= Ilxoll+llxall, go ~ E, xl ~ Zx). Set 
Zl(~)(Xoq-Xl)=T(h)xoq-Ux1 (h~G, 7coEE , Xl~ Z l ) .  
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Evidently the operator function Tl(X ) [with values in L(E1, F)] is holo- 
morphic in G. Since Im TI(X 0) = Im T(X 0 ) ~- Z we have dim F/Im TI(X 0 ) = 
dim Ker TI(X o) = a. Furthermore, since Z (3 E = (0), we have 
kj(Xo, TI(X)) = ki(X o, T(X)) ( j=  1,2 .... ), (11) 
and consequently m(k o, TI(X)) = m(X o, T(X)) < o¢. This implies [6] that for 
sufficiently small e > 0 all X for which 0 < IX - Xol ~< e will be regular points 
of rl(X). 
This means that the operator function TI(X ) possesses, relative to the 
circle "/= (X: IX-  X01 = e), properties (i) and (ii) of Section 4, and therefore 
Theorem 5 can be applied to it. Let ~ (> 0) be a number chosen as in 
Theorem 5 for the operator function TI(X ) and the circle Y. Consider an 
operator traction S(X) satisfying the conditions of the present heorem, and 
set 
s (x)(Xo+Xl)=s(X)Xo+tyxl (x c, xo F , 
Since IISI(X)-Tx(X)II = IIS(X)-T(X)II, (9) implies that IISI(X)-TI(X)I I <8  
(X ~ ),), and therefore Theorem 5 yields the conclusion that the operator 
function Sx(X ) satisfies relative to "/conditions (i) and (ii) and 
S,(X))). (12) 
Now we require in addition that ~ be sufficiently small that (9) will imply 
the following assertions: (1) for all X lying on F or between -/and F, S(X) is a 
(I) +-operator and Ker S(X) = (0); (2) if I x - Xol ~< e, then S(X) is a (I) +-operator 
and ImS(X) is complemented in F. This can be done, because the set of 
(I) +-operators, the set of (I) +-operators with trivial kernel, and the set of 
(I)÷-operators with complemented range are open in L(E, F) (see, for in- 
stance, [9, Chapter IV]). 
Thus if (9) holds, then the operator-traction S(X) has properties (a)-(c) 
and 
kj(y, S(X)) = kj(r, S(X)). (13) 
From (12) it follows that 
j=m j=m 
(m=1,2 .... ). (14) 
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By virtue of (11), 
k j(),, Tl(h)) = kj(~, T(h)) = kj(r, T(h)) 
It is obvious that also 
kj(~, S(h)) ~< kj(~, S~(h)) 
But (13)-(16) imply (10). The proof is complete. 
For m = 1 the inequality (10) gives 
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( j= 1,2 .... ). (15) 
( j= 1,2 .... ). (16) 
COROLLARY 1. m(F, S(X)) ~< m(F, T(h)). 
This result (theorem of semistability of root multiplicity) was established 
in [10] for the case where T(h) is a C-operator. 
Note that in the case E = F, T(h)= T -  hi, S(h)= S -  hi, Theorem 6 
gives the corresponding conclusion for linear operators; in the case dim E < 
dim F < o¢, it gives the corresponding conclusion for holomorphic (rectangu- 
lar) matrices. 
ADDED NOTES 
The following sentence should begin the proof of I_emma 2: 
Proof. We remark to begin with that 0n(T) is equal to the sum of the 
multiplicities of eigenvalues of T lying outside F, i.e., 
~(T)=n-  ~ kj(r,T). 
Professor Kaashoek has informed the authors that his students G. Ph. A. 
Thijsse and H. den Boer independently proved Theorem 1 [12]. 
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